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Abstract
In high pressure die casting (HPDC) of aluminum, cast material adhering to die is
a significant defect. Adhesion occurs in two primary ways. The casting may stick
preventing its removal from the die. Aluminum can also adhere to the die and buildup in
local areas on the die surface with additional casting cycles. This second form of
adhesion is called soldering. Lubricant is the best technology to control all forms of
adhesion, but it comes at the cost of casting porosity, blisters, reduced die life, and
increased die casting machine wear. New strategies to prevent adhesion are desired to
eliminate the downsides of spray lubricants.
Thermodynamically, there is a drive to form intermetallic phases between the
aluminum casting and steel die. The kinetically controlled formation of these phases has
been understood as the primary mechanism which causes sticking and soldering.
Assuming this mechanism, adhesion should be eliminated by coating the die surface with
a non-reactive material, but laboratory and industrial experiments show that this approach
is partially effective. Also, kinetics based predictions cannot identify the areas where
adhesion is most severe. Additional mechanisms are needed to further predict and reduce
these defects.
Friction is such a mechanism, and it has been overlooked as a significant cause of
sticking and soldering in HPDC. Sticking results from the thermal contraction of the
casting onto the die. This creates a friction force that resists ejection and may be larger
than the ejection force capability of the die casting machine. Soldering is a special case
where the local shear stress due to friction exceeds the local shear strength of the casting.
This typically happens at high temperatures and can be predicted by the ratio of the local
ejection shear stress and temperature dependent shear strength.
Four aspects of HPDC adhesion were investigated to support this friction
mechanism. First, the accepted theory of a kinetically controlled approach to the
thermodynamic equilibrium does not adequately predict sticking and soldering. Next, the
decrease in sticking force with increasing draft angle is predicted by a friction model.
Third, soldering is shown to occur when the shear stress at ejection exceeds the strength
of the casting via hot ejection test and computer models of industrial castings. Finally, the
friction approach is applied to a range of casting conditions and alloys with discussion of
optimization opportunities.
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1 Introduction
High Pressure Die Casting (HPDC) is the most common casting process for complex
non-ferrous castings, and it is favored to produce aluminum components for both
automotive powertrain and body in white structures. The importance of the process is
evidenced by foundries in the United States shipping over two billion pounds of
aluminum die castings per year over the last decade [1]. High production rates offset the
initial tooling investment making it a low-cost process. HPDC components are also
lightweight because 2 mm thick walls can be achieved. Rapid cooling of these thin walls
refines the microstructure offering the potential for high strength and ductility [2]. Recent
alloy developments have enabled a broader use of secondary aluminum sources
improving the renewability of HPDC [3].
Advantages of HPDC are achieved by forcing molten aluminum into a permanent
mold, called the die, with high velocities and pressures (Figure 1). Lubricant, a waterbased emulsion of waxes and oils, is sprayed on the die prior to filling [4]. Next the die is
closed and clamped with many tons of force. Molten aluminum is poured into a
horizontal tube called the cold chamber. A piston, called plunger tip, forces the casting
alloy into the die. Pressure is applied by the plunger after the die is filled to feed
solidification shrinkage. After solidification and cooling is complete, the die is
unclamped, opened, and the casting is ejected from the die. The next casting cycle is
started immediately after the casting is removed, and castings are produced semicontinuously.
Metal velocities in the gating system can exceed 100 km/h and fill the die in less
than 100 milliseconds. High velocity is required to avoid solidification while filling the
casting [5]. Thermal gradients are large because the die surface temperature is roughly
250°C while the cast material enters at nearly 700°C. Depending on the section thickness,
a wide range of cooling rates are experienced both exceeding 100°C/s and falling as low
as 1°C/s. Due to the short filling, solidification, and cooling times the cycle times are
rapid, roughly 30 to 300 seconds.
Solidification shrinkage is fed by pressure from the injection system. It is called
intensification pressure and often exceeds 600 bar. Ejection forces increase with the size
of the casting, and large castings can require over 50 metric tons of force. With these high
forces it is possible to distort and fracture the casting or die. The summation of this
extreme intensification pressure and ejection force requires robust dies that weigh
upwards of 60 metric tons.
Die casting machines must resist the die opening force due to the intensification
pressure. This force is roughly the product of the projected area of the casting in the
parting direction and the intensification pressure. Larger castings require higher clamping
force, and the machine size is determined by this clamping force. Typical machines range
from 50 to over 5000 metric tons. The square root of the projected area gives the
equivalent edge length of a square casting. This serves as a rough estimate of the casting
size capability as a function of machine size (Table 1).
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𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Pour Hole

Shot
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Runner and gate

Ejection System

Figure 1: The moving half of a typical die casting die [2].
Numerous challenges face the HPDC designer and the foundry to achieve high
quality castings. High velocities required to fill the die cause erosion of the dies. Thin
vent passages are required to prevent the metal from escaping the die, but inadequate
venting causes entrapped air porosity and filling defects. This leads to blisters during
solution heat treatments [6]. Internal shrinkage voids are also difficult or impossible to
feed because the process relies on feeding exclusively through the gating system, and the
gates freeze prior to the thickest areas of the casting causing shrinkage porosity [7].
Table 1: Approximate casting size capability based on clamping tonnage.
Tonnage Projected Equivalent
Area
square casting
2
(m )
edge length (m)
50
0.006
0.08
500
0.064
0.25
5000
0.645
0.80
These challenges are increased by the interaction of the lubricant with the die
casting machine, casting, and die [8]. Applying the lubricant can take nearly 30% of the
die casting cycle time limiting productivity [8]. Dies fail from the thermal shock of the air
atomized spray that is used to apply the lubricant. The lubricant may be trapped in the
2

surface of the casting, and this reduces paint adhesion. It also contributes to porosity
when the lubricant penetrates the cast skin during solidification. Overspray contributes to
rapid corrosion on the dies and die casting machines. It also coats much of the die casting
plant floor causing workplace slip hazards.
Lubricant caused production and quality concerns justify the goal to reduce or
eliminate them. This is difficult because lubricants reduce adhesion of aluminum to the
die [9]. Adhesion in HPDC occurs in two primary ways. The most damaging form is
when the casting cannot be removed from the die, and it is called sticking, (Figure 2 (a)).
Downtime and die damage are the common consequences of sticking, and lubricants have
been shown to reduce sticking [10]. Solder is the other form of adhesion, and it is local
regions of the casting that adheres and builds up on the die (Figure 2 (b)). Over time it
wears the tooling and damages the castings. Lubricants reduce soldering, but they cannot
eliminate it.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) An example of sticking. Both images courtesy of Mercury Marine. (b) An
example of soldering on a die insert.
Adhesive mechanisms in HPDC have been studied as thermodynamically driven
reaction between the casting and die because aluminum dissolves and forms intermetallic
phases with iron [9]. The effect of these reactions is exhibited on failed die components.
Permanent die coatings have been primarily investigated to prevent the casting/die
reaction and eliminate both forms of adhesion [11]. They do prevent dissolution and
phase formation but have not been effective at preventing adhesion [8]. Similarly, models
based on these reaction mechanisms are partially effective suggesting additional adhesion
mechanisms are required to accurately predict adhesion in HPDC [12], [13].

3

Friction is a mechanism that has been overlooked, and friction-based models
make good predictions of the adhesion observed in HPDC. The insight of friction
research is that adhesion always occurs where any two materials touch. Bond strength
depends on the nature of the interface contact. Good contact equates to high friction
forces and poor contact has low friction force. Variables such as surface roughness,
contact pressure, elastic modulus, and material strength affect the interface contact [14].
In HPDC, thermomechanical interference develops between the cooling/shrinking casting
and the warming die. The resulting contact pressure increases the strength of the
casting/die interface, and this increases the casting ejection force.

∗
∗
Scaled Ejection Force or Stress (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
, 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
)

HPDC sticking and soldering can both be illustrated as special cases of friction.
Sticking occurs when the ejection force is larger than the machine capability. Soldering
appears where the ejection shear stress is greater than the casting strength. Since the
critical ejection force or shear stress is relative other values, they can be expressed as
dimensionless ratios. The force to eject the casting, 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , is scaled by the force capability
∗
of the die casting machine, 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , to create a dimensionless ejection force, 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
. Local
shear stress at ejection, 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , is scaled by the local temperature dependent shear strength of
the aluminum, 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 , to create a dimensionless shear stress. This dimensionless ratio is also
known as the Tresca friction factor, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ⁄𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 , from hot forming literature [15].
Adhesion in HPDC is reduced by minimizing both dimensionless ratios (Figure 3)

𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
∗
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
=
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =

Operating
Window

Ejection Temperature (𝑇𝑇)

∗
and
Figure 3: Temperature dependence of the proposed dimensionless ejection force, 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
ejection shear stress, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇.

Many variables such as the casting design, material choice, and coefficient of
friction affect these dimensionless ratios, but they are all linked to temperature (Figure 3).
This allows general statements to be made about the behavior of the sticking and
4

soldering parameters. Sticking will generally increase as the ejection temperature
decreases because the ejection force increases with the increasing thermal interference.
Soldering decreases with decreasing temperatures because the shear strength of the
aluminum increases faster than the local shear stress for ejection (Figure 4).
Modeling these critical ratios requires the application of two friction models,
Coulomb and Tresca. The Coulomb model, where the friction force is the product of the
normal force, 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛 , and the coefficient of friction, 𝜇𝜇, is sufficient for most cases (Figure 4).
However, high normal forces cause the Coulomb model to no longer apply. This is
because the aluminum will fail rather than the casting/die interface. Hot forming of
aluminum is such an example and it requires calculation of the Tresca friction factor, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
[15]. This factor is the ratio of the frictional shear stress to the shear strength of the
material. With these two models, Coulomb friction occurs at low ejection temperatures
when the aluminum is strong (Figure 4 a) [10], [16]. Soldering occurs at high
temperatures when the strength of the aluminum is near zero, and this requires the Tresca
approach (Figure 4 b) [17].
𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

Coulomb
Model
𝜇𝜇

𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

Tresca
Model

𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑇𝑇
𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ 𝑇𝑇

(a)

Coulomb
Model
𝜇𝜇

𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑇𝑇

Tresca
Model

𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁

(b)

𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ
𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁

Figure 4: (a) Conceptual plot of the Coulomb model where the ejection stress is low
relative to the part strength at low temperatures, and the part sticks to the die. (b)
Conceptual plot at high temperature where all ejection stresses will be large relative to
the part strength, and the part fails. Figure adapted from Widerøe and Welo [15].
The friction approach to HPDC adhesion was evaluated in four ways, and these
evaluations are presented in separate chapters. First, the literature review shows the
accepted adhesion mechanism is a thermodynamically driven reaction between the
casting and die. Friction has also received little attention despite being applied in
analogous manufacturing processes. Second, predictions based on casting/die reaction
5

kinetics are demonstrated to be incapable of predicting failures observed in HPDC. Third,
an application of the Coulomb friction model shows that ejection force at room
temperature behaves as a friction joint. Finally, the Tresca friction model is applied at
high temperatures. As predicted, hot ejection tests create soldering in a single cycle, and
computer simulations of the Tresca friction factor match industrially observed soldering
locations on production tooling. This discovery of the applicability of friction is applied
to identify opportunities to optimize the HPDC process to reduce adhesion.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 HPDC Soldering:
Soldering is the most studied adhesion failure in HPDC. The consensus is that it is
the result of kinetically favorable intermetallic phase formation, and this reaction is the
cause of both sticking and soldering adhesion in HPDC [8]. Based on this hypothesis, hot
dip aluminizing of steel is the accepted analogous process [18].
Despite the common name, HPDC soldering should not be confused with the
multi-material joining technique. It has a similar appearance, but HPDC soldering differs
in important ways. Traditional soldering starts with heating the materials to be joined.
Then a low melting temperature metal is melted against the hot substrates and flows into
the joint driven by capillary forces. Once cooled a joint is created [19]. The strength of
the interface is dependent on wetting and mechanical interlocking between the substrate
and filler. When wetting is difficult the formation of intermetallic phases can improve the
strength. Soldering uses filler materials that melt below 450°C and brazing uses higher
melting temperature alloys. Aluminum fillers melt above 450°C meaning that joints
between aluminum and steel would technically be considered brazing.
Brazed joints have characteristics that are not found in HPDC. First, the surface
temperature of the base material (i.e., the die) must exceed the temperature of the filler
metal. Long et al. measured the surface temperature of a die during HPDC and the die
surface never exceeded the melting temperature of the casting alloy [20], [21]. Second,
the filler material should form a strong joint with the base material. Wang et al. created
an adhesion test by holding a cylinder of liquid aluminum with a steel base for 15
minutes. Joint strengths with bare H13 die steel had a low strength of 0.12 MPa [11].
This strength is over 1000 times lower than the strength of the base aluminum filler
materials. Finally, soldering and brazing rely on the filler material flowing into small
gaps between the base materials. Capillary forces and excellent wetting enhance the
strength of the assembly. Without this small gap, such as in HPDC, the thermal
expansion mismatch between aluminum and steel causes the joint to crack during
cooling.
Therefore, HPDC solder is unique. It is a rough appearance unlike the smooth
wetted surface typical of traditional soldering or brazing (Figure 2a) [22], [23]. There are
two stages to failure from HPDC soldering. Initially, there is buildup on the die surface
[22], [23]. Overtime this buildup erodes and/or corrodes the die. The rough surface that
results in the casting can often be tolerated. Defective castings result when the soldering
causes poor surface appearance, leaking, dimensional non-conformance or other
customer requirement violations [9], [24], [25].
Solder initiation can occur in less than 10 cycles [22], [23]. Damage after the
initiation is slow and may take many thousands of castings to cause failure [26], [27].
The failure rate can be reduce by changing the die material or employing coatings [22],
[23]. In the early 1990’s, Chu et al. proposed that solder initiation and progression was
7

caused by thermodynamically favorable reactions between the casting and die (Figure 5)
[9]. The hypothesis was soldering is a kinetically favorable approach to the
thermodynamic equilibrium between the casting and die. Attaining this equilibrium
requires dissolution of the steel and formation of intermetallic phases. It is believed these
phases are responsible for the adhesion. The rough surface occurs due to spalling of some
weaker phases and dissolution of the iron into the aluminum, and it causes mechanical
interlocking with the aluminum casting which ultimately breaks the die component [9],
[22]–[24], [26], [28]–[33]. This reasoning motivates the historic focus on the
thermodynamics and kinetics of aluminum interacting with steel to reduce HPDC
adhesion.

2.1.1 History and overview of soldering:
Soldering has always been a problem that reduces the efficiency of a die casting
machine, and it is accepted that sticking has already been resolved otherwise serial
production of castings would not be possible. Stern discussed this defect during a
presentation on the progress of HPDC in 1930 [34]. A member of the conference
presentation asked whether the silicon content affects the soldering tendency of the alloy.
This is the earliest mention of soldering in the American Foundry Society’s transactions,
a mere 16 years after the invention of the aluminum HPDC process. Solder was discussed
again near the end of World War II and in the early 1950’s while new HPDC alloys were
under development [35]–[38]. These early references discussed soldering qualitatively.
Quantitative measurements of soldering occurred much later.
Early references established cast alloy composition as an important variable that
affects soldering progression [10], [35]–[37], [39]–[41]. Colwell and Tichy said iron and
manganese exceeding 1 and 0.4 weight percent, respectively, helps to reduce soldering ,
but no data was presented to support this claim [36]. Holz echoed this claim without
supporting evidence [40]. These authors appear to be reflecting an the consensus of
industrial observations in 1964 that elevated iron in the alloy reduced soldering [42].
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Figure 5: Stages of soldering as proposed by Chu et al. in 1993 [9].
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Other authors performed quantitative measurements based on the alloy
composition. Tosa and Urakami showed ejection force reduced with increasing iron
content, but the effect was small and not clearly related to soldering [10]. Kojach and
Fajkiel proposed that soldering was like friction welding. They performed ball in ring
friction tests where a steel ball was rotated in a conical shaped seat on a ring of
aluminum. The normal load on the ball was increased until the steel and aluminum
adhered to each other. They found that the joining load increased with increasing iron
content, but a mechanism was not proposed [41]. Occasionally processing conditions
were offered as a stronger variable affecting soldering, but this is the exception, not the
rule [35], [39].
The scarcity of quantitative measurements of soldering during HPDC production
reflect the difficulty to obtain them. HPDC is capital intense and adapted for high
production rates making it hard to replicate in a lab environment. When HPDC machines
are available for research, test conditions and times are designed to minimize costs. This
is clear from the few test dies which were designed to create severe soldering conditions
in order to reduce study costs [22]–[24]. Chu et al. created a die which caused the
injected metal to impinge directly on a series of core pins to cause rapid erosion [43].
Chen in 2005 as well as Zhu et al. in 2008 performed similar tests with a single core pin
[22], [23]. Wang et al. coated a full die cavity and implemented it within a production
HPDC facility [8]. Beyond these examples industrial trials to failure are common, but
rarely replicated to achieve statistical confidence [33], [44]. Due to their specialized
design or application, the results of these studies cannot be generalized for all HPDC
conditions.

2.1.2 Industrial Experiments:
The few industrial trials have been combined with many industrial observations to
provide an approximate understanding conditions that cause HPDC soldering. Die
temperature, initial casting metal temperature, injection velocity, die lubricant
composition, casting alloy, and die material have been identified as key variables [9],
[10], [33], [40], [41]. They all have multiple effects on the process conditions, but
primarily they affect the casting/die interface temperature. Assuming kinetically driven
reactions to form intermetallic phases [29], increasing the temperature would increase the
rate of reaction [45]. Prevention of contact would also prevent reaction rationalizing the
effect of lubricant composition and the potential effect of high injection velocity,
“washing” the lubricant away. Replacement of the die material with a less reactive alloy
would also reduce the reaction rate [29].
Barnhurst et al. investigated the effect of die temperature and draft angle on
soldering in zinc HPDC experiments [46]. Higher die temperatures resulted in increased
soldering like aluminum. This is notable because zinc does not dissolve steel like
aluminum. In addition, the authors show that increasing the draft angle from zero degrees
to one degree reduced the soldering by nearly 50%. A strong interaction between die
temperature and draft angle was also found where soldering is reduced at low draft angles
when the die temperature is lower.
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Chen designed a die casting die that caused soldering to occur within a few
casting cycles. Soldering was observed within 4 casting cycles. The soldered core pin
was removed and examined for intermetallic phases, and none were found. Phases began
forming on the core if it was cycled 15 times [22]. Zhu et al. performed similar tests on a
vertical squeeze casting machine [23]. Different die materials and preparations were
examined. Soldering was quantified by dissolving it with NaOH and measuring the
weight loss of the core pins. The authors did not perform metallography in search of
intermetallic phases.

2.1.3 Laboratory Experiments:
Due to the challenges of in situ testing, many studies have been performed with
laboratory analogs to test soldering hypotheses. Diffusion couples where die materials are
either dipped into a bath of molten aluminum or placed at the bottom of a small crucible
of molten aluminum have been considered the primary analog for HPDC soldering [11],
[23], [24], [27]–[29], [31], [32], [45], [47], [48]. Occasionally, diffusion couple
experiments are supplemented by sessile drop tests to measure wettability [24].
Shankar and Apelian performed diffusion coupling experiments and found that
small cast alloy compositional changes could affect the intermetallic growth rate [49].
Chu et al. performed similar experiments and also found a dependence of steel
dissolution rate on the alloy composition [9]. Zhu et al. investigated the effect of die
material composition and found that refractory metals react slower than iron based tool
steels [23]. Wang et al. investigated the effect of coatings on the die steel and found that
many ceramic coating systems prevent interaction between the casting and die [11].
Die steel surface conditions have also been extensively studied [26]. Duarte et al.
found that nitriding and oxidizing the surface reduced the erosion/corrosion rate of die
steel dipped in molten aluminum [48]. Cathodic Arc Emission (CAE) and Physical Vapor
Deposition (PVD) coatings have been identified as an alternative to refractory die
materials [26]. These coatings attempt to create a non-wetting and non-reactive layer
between the casting and die to prevent soldering. Early tests confirmed that vanadium
carbide and titanium nitride are non-wetting, non-reactive, and they have a lower the
coefficient of friction compared to nitriding the die material [24]. Soldering failures were
delayed by these coatings in dedicated HPDC soldering test dies [25], [30].
Wang et al. performed extensive testing of CAE and PVD coatings with a novel
adhesion test. In this test the liquid aluminum was held in contact with uncoated and
coated steel surfaces for over 15 minutes and allowed to cool to room temperature.
Uncoated steel would develop a bond with the solidified aluminum, and the force to
remove the aluminum was measured. Six of the twelve candidate coatings had no bond,
or a negligible bond strength compared to a bare H13 steel baseline. Intermetallic
formation and adhesion were eliminated with the use of permanent die coatings in a
laboratory adhesion test [8], [11]. Two of these coatings were tested in full scale die
casting production with partial success. The die continued to run at Mercury Marine, and
soldering has continued to form during its 100,000+ casting cycle lifetime (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Soldering that occurs on a die that has a non-reactive coating identified by
Wang et al. [8]. Lubricant spray was reduced, but the soldering (red circles) and sticking
still occur (Image courtesy of Mercury Marine).
Han and Viswathanan proposed a critical soldering temperature to be the solidus
temperature of the alloy at the casting/die interface [28]. To test temperatures below
solidus a sample of steel was dipped into molten aluminum and removed to create a thin
layer of aluminum on the pin. The sample was then placed into a furnace at the desired
test temperature for test time. Air gaps formed between the aluminum and steel for
experiments below the solidus temperature. This gap would prevent intermetallic
formation. Therefore, the conclusion that a critical soldering temperature exists reflects
the test design and not a fundamental material property.
Die wear during ejection has also been studied but less often than diffusion
couples. Vilaseca et al. used pin on disk wear tests to optimize die composition and
hardness to reduce the wear rate during dry sliding [50]. Terek et al. poured aluminum
around a core pins with various wear resistant coatings and roughness. The pins were
removed at room temperature and the force was recorded. They found no dependence of
ejection force on the coating composition [51]. Kajoch and Fajkiel also noted black
oxidized steel resisted soldering in their friction welding based testing [41].

2.2 Sticking Relationship with HPDC Soldering:
Sticking is considered a more severe form of soldering [11]. There are some
unique differences between soldering and sticking. Soldering leaves a rough layer of
aluminum on the surface of the die. Sticking prevents the removal of the casting from the
die. Soldering is repaired by mechanical abrasion to remove the adhered materials.
Sticking is overcome by reheating the stuck casting, lubricating the interface, and
increasing the ejection force [52]. Once the stuck casting is removed, the surface of the
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die is clean with little or no evidence of aluminum adhered to the steel surface [8]. These
differences suggest that sticking is more closely related to the available ejection force.
Wang et al. proposed that the sticking is a widespread and undetectable form of
soldering. The hypothesis is that the same soldering intermetallic phases are present at a
much finer scale in sticking. The authors developed a severe solder test and identified
coatings that were non-reactive and non-sticking on the flat die interface tested [11].
This test has been replicated by others and similar adhesion performance was found
based on the coating composition [53]. The hypothesis was tested by applying the nonsticking coatings to a full HPDC die. Sticking and soldering still occurred (Figure 2a and
Figure 6) [8].
Stuck castings at least partially result from thermomechanical interference
between the casting and die. Tosa and Urakami measured ejection force as a function of
cooling time in 1972. Wang and Loong did a similar test in 1999. Both teams found that
ejection force increased with longer cooling time [10], [16]. These findings make sense
as the mechanical interference increases as the casting cools and contracts. The normal
force on the die/casting interface creates a friction force that increases with increasing
interference. However, all these papers presented their research from the perspective that
reactions occur at the casting/die interface causing friction.
Terek et al. also recognized the potential for frictional wear to cause soldering and
examined the effects of coating, surface finish, and casting condition on the ejection of
the casting [51]. They found that surface roughness was a strong indicator of ejection
force. Coatings were not found to alleviate the observed soldering. In later work, Terek et
al. looked at the effect of filling and solidification path on the soldering when cores were
ejected at room temperature [54]. Ejection forces was highest when the core was at the
bottom of the mold and metal was poured over the top of it. This is opposed to dipping
the pin into a solidifying casting or hanging the pin over an open top casting mold. The
authors suggest that the different ejection behavior is due to potentially different oxides
between the casting and core. They do not discuss the possibility that the casting
contraction is radically different near the top (riser pipe formation) and bottom (well fed
and chilled) of the mold. In addition, neither paper investigated whether the soldered
aluminum had formed intermetallic phases. Instead, it was simply observed that
aluminum remained on the core pins after ejection [51], [54].
Researchers in Australia have also shown aluminum adheres to the die before
intermetallic phases form [22], [25], [55]. Chen most clearly showed this by interrupting
the die casting process as soon as soldering was observed and found no intermetallic
phases present at the interface. These phases only formed after subsequent castings were
made on the stuck aluminum. Similar soldering occurred on cores coated with vanadium
carbide, but additional cycles could not produce intermetallic phases [22].
Aoyama et al. created a novel die for measuring the friction between the casting
and die when a die casting was produced. A disc of aluminum equivalent to the diameter
of the plunger was cast onto the moving half of the die. After solidification, the die was
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opened a few millimeters while the plunger maintained a known normal force on the disc.
The moving half cavity was then pulled vertically sliding perpendicular to the normal
load from the plunger force [4]. The authors found that the friction coefficient was
reduced when lubricants were applied. It was also found that the un-lubricated coefficient
of friction dropped with an increasing cooling time prior to ejection. This is similar
behavior to that observed in elevated temperature friction tests where cooler temperatures
result in lower friction coefficients [56].
Kimura et al. measured the ejection force reduction when replacing water/wax
emulsion lubricants with water free lubricants. Ejection force decreased and die
temperature increased with the water free lubricants. From the data presented it is not
clear whether the ejection force reduction is from lower friction, or increased ejection
temperature relaxing the thermal contact pressure. Also, heat transfer was noted to be
reduced improving the filling of the die [57]. Nishi made a similar observation in zinc die
casting [58].

2.3 Models of Casting Adhesion in HPDC
Domkin et al. developed a model for soldering based on the intermetallic growth
theory [13]. Soldering strength was proposed to relate to the predicted thickness of the
intermetallic layer. An example casting was simulated, and the soldering strength was
strongest at inside corners of the casting where the highest temperatures were predicted.
Five modeled cases were presented with the hottest die temperature predicted as having
the most severe soldering. The most severe soldering case was predicted to produce a 25
𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 thick intermetallic layer after 10,000 casting cycles. Experiments were not presented
to validate the model.

Kim et al. extended the intermetallic growth rate model by including the effect of
mold erosion. Sticking is accepted to be the result of the soldering reaction, but it was
observed that the location of soldering is often over-predicted by a thermodynamicsbased model. An attempt to correct this was proposed by including mold erosion and
scaling with a correction parameter, alpha [12] (eq. 1). When alpha approaches 1 the
soldering parameter is purely due to intermetallic growth and if alpha is zero then only
mold erosion is accounted for. This brute force approach does improve the soldering
prediction, but there is not a good first principles argument for why mold erosion could
increase soldering at the expense of intermetallic growth. Commercial solidification
codes have similar rules based soldering intensity calculations without rigorous physical
principles support [59].
𝑆𝑆 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ + (1 − 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑎𝑎) ∗ 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

(eq. 1)

2.4 Wear Relationship to HPDC Soldering and Sticking
The observations of galling from Terek et al. coupled with the inconsistencies of
the kinetics driven theory models for soldering suggests that friction analogies could be
useful to understand adhesion in HPDC. Plastic injection molding is analogous to die
casting without the potential for reaction between the part and mold. Frictional wear
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between aluminum and steel would also be a useful analogy because ejection of the
casting requires sliding of aluminum against steel. Finally, hot forming of aluminum by
extrusion, stamping, plastic forming, and other methods are other analogies of HPDC.

2.4.1 Plastic Injection Molding Analogy
Thermo-mechanical interference models have been applied to prediction of
sticking and die life in plastic injection molding. Cedorge and Colton investigated the
ejection force required to separate an injection molded plastic part from a 3D printed
mold [60]. They proposed that the ejection force follows a simple Coulomb friction
model. A free body diagram was used to derive an expression that predicts ejection force
as a function of draft angle. Interestingly, this model predicts the observed reduction in
ejection force with increasing draft in HPDC of zinc alloys [46]. Colton continued this
work with Palmer and Pham including experimental studies and Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) to match experiments [61], [62]. Good agreement was found using the model.
Bataineh and Klamecki predicted the ejection force of a real injection molded component
using FEA. Their results correlated well with experiment measurements [63].
Sasaki et al. experimented with the ejection force of plastic injection molded
components due to the roughness of the die surface, die coating, and the injection
pressure. Three polymers, polypropylene, methacrylate resin, and polyethylene
terephthalate were tested. Ejection force was reduced as the roughness was reduced from
0.7 to 0.2 𝜇𝜇m Ra. Smoother surfaces (<0.2 𝜇𝜇m Ra) increased ejection force. Coatings
were also found to be effective at reducing ejection force [64].

Sorgato et al. machined micro injection molding cores using both EDM and
milling. The effect of machining method and process parameters were observed. Higher
mold temperatures, injection velocity, and packing pressure created increased ejection
force. The machining methods created similar roughness, but they interacted with the
injection temperature and pressure. This means the surface topography interaction with
the process is complex [65]. Ejection temperature was not measured, and it would have
been a good parameter to measure based on the increasing thermal interference with
decreasing ejection temperature predictions from Cedorge and Colton [60].
Encouraged by the injection molding models, Monroe et al. performed
preliminary simulations of HPDC sticking assuming a friction model [66]. In the
simulations, the contact stress was calculated by considering the casting shrink and the
die expansion. It was proposed that the ejection force could be predicted by multiplying
the contact pressure by the contact area and a friction factor. In other words, the Coulomb
model of friction was applicable in predicting ejection force. A full factorial experiment
was simulated showing the ejection temperature was the strongest variable to determine
sticking.

2.4.2 Melt Spinning Analogy
Altieri and Steen investigated the sticking distance of aluminum to a copper wheel
in the melt spin casting process [67]. A model was developed based on the thermal stress
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buildup in the ribbon. It was shown that these stresses overcome the adhesion between
the aluminum and the roll to cause detachment. The thermomechanical model had good
agreement with experimental results. It also predicted that sticking increases as the roll
temperature increases.

2.4.3 Hot Forming Analogy
Hanna investigated the galling behavior of aluminum and magnesium at
temperatures up to 450°C in a novel galling test [68]. Incipient galling was detected by
applying a voltage difference between the aluminum and steel. This difference dropped to
zero when galling occurred. It was found that the sliding distance required to gall
decreased with increasing temperature. The coefficient of friction also increased with
higher test temperatures. The normal load was 100 N for an undefined sample size.
Jerina and Kalin measured the transfer of aluminum to H13 tool steel in a single
pass dry sliding wear experiment at various temperatures from 20°C to 500°C [56].
Material transferred from the aluminum to the steel within 2 mm of sliding distance for
all temperatures. However, the severity of the transfer was dependent on test temperature.
The calculated Hertzian contact pressure was 600 MPa which is much higher than the
strength of the aluminum. At both 400°C and 500°C transfer of aluminum to the H13 was
observed without any sliding. Increasing the sliding distance increased the volume and
surface area of the transferred material. In a similar experiment Kitano et al. evaluated a
model to predict the material transfer [69]. The model was dependent on material
properties, sliding distance, pressure, and temperature. It was effective for short sliding
distances.
Local sticking of aluminum to the workpiece occurs frequently in hot forming
[70]. This is particularly true in extrusion [71]. Ma et al. provided a comprehensive
model of the friction in the extrusion die [72]. In follow up work, the authors matched the
model of sticking and sliding friction with a combination of the Coulomb and Tresca
friction models [73]. Wang and Yang used a similar friction model to accurately predict
the ram pressure required for an extrusion under different processing conditions [71],
[74]. Sticking friction is the term used to describe the aluminum sticking to the extrusion
die surface.
Coulomb friction is the widely known friction model where friction force, 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓 , is
proportional to the normal load, 𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁 (eq. 2). The proportionality constant, 𝜇𝜇, is known as
the coefficient of friction. This model recognizes that the contacting surfaces observed at
the macro scale do not match the actual contact area. Instead, the contacting surfaces are
rough, and they touch via Hertzian contact at disparate locations. Increasing the normal
load increases the actual contact area. Tabor provided an excellent review of this model
in 1981 [14].
𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓 = 𝜇𝜇𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁
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(eq. 2)

At high normal loads, the Coulomb friction model no longer applies. This is
because the friction force approaches the shear strength of the weaker contacting
material. The Tresca friction model (eq. 3) does consider this strength, and it is
appropriate when sticking friction can occur. In this model the friction force is expressed
as a frictional shear stress, 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , and it is the product of the Tresca friction factor, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, and
the shear strength of the aluminum, 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 [73]. This friction model is called the Tresca
model because it assumes the Tresca failure condition. The more familiar ultimate tensile
strength is related to shear strength of the cubed root of three (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = √3𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ) [75].
𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

(eq. 3)

Predicting the local frictional shear stress is often simply the Coulomb model, and
the Tresca factor simply determines if this Coulomb friction is high enough to cause
failure of the casting. This approach replaces the ejection shear stress with the product of
the contact pressure and a coefficient of friction (Figure 4). Widerøe and Welo described
this approach in relation to hot compression and twist testing of 6061 aluminum. They
were searching for the value of the Tresca friction factor where sticking occurred. It was
discovered that sticking occurred when the factor was 0.6 for temperatures above 300°C.
Lower temperatures were not investigated thoroughly, but the critical factor increased to
0.7 at 250°C.

2.5 Literature Summary
HPDC soldering is not the same as the multi-material joining technique called
brazing or soldering. This is clear from the literature. Soldering is the most studied
adhesion defect in HPDC. It has been accepted that the causal mechanism is the
formation and growth of intermetallic phases on the die surface. Sticking is considered
an extreme form of soldering where the adhesion of the casting to the die exceeds the
strength of the ejection system. Minimizing phase formation and growth with die
coatings has had limited success in preventing adhesion defects. Friction models of
adhesion appear to be promising to identify the adhesion mechanism. Therefore, a
friction model of soldering and sticking was developed.
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3 Summary of Research Approach
As previously stated, in situ testing of HPDC is difficult. This work is focused on
making novel predictions of the common adhesion defects in HPDC, sticking and
soldering. Prediction requires that the bulk of the work be modeling. One-dimensional
modeling was completed by deriving relationships and implementing them in Excel, or
solving numerically in Matlab [76]. Thermophysical and thermomechanical properties of
the casting alloy are critical for the modeling. Thermocalc was combined with literature
review to obtain these properties [77]. Experiments were developed to test hypotheses
based on the one-dimensional model predictions. Finally, 3D computer simulations were
performed with the casting simulation software MAGMASOFT [59].
Both models and experiments were primarily focused on a cylindrical die (core)
in a tubular shaped casting. Axial symmetry allows the solidification, cooling, and
thermal interferences to all be modeled in one dimension (Figure 7). Close formed
solutions exist for the stress/strain state in the tube casting. Experiments are also simple
to produce and evaluate.

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖

𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜

Figure 7: Conceptual casting for developing a thermomechanical theory of soldering and
sticking. Radii smaller than 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 are the die steel core, and radii greater than 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 are the die
steel mold.

Four facets of adhesion in HPDC were investigated in detail to support the
proposed friction mechanism. First, the predictions of the thermodynamics and kinetics
theory of soldering is evaluated. Second, the Coulomb friction model is applied to casting
ejection. Third, Tresca friction factor calculations are applied to HPDC soldering.
Finally, the Coulomb and Tresca model are combined to find optimum alloy and process
design parameters to minimize adhesion in HPDC.
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Three non-trivial hypotheses were generated and tested to support the four facets
of HPDC adhesion. They are:
•
•
•

If soldering is the result of kinetically driven phase formation, then
laboratory diffusion couple experiments should match industrial
observations.
If the draft angle is increased, then the ejection force should be reduced
by an amount greater than the reduced contact area. This is because
friction models predict a force component in the ejection direction.
If the ejection temperature is increased, then soldering will occur because
the alloy is not strong enough to overcome the friction force.
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4 Thermodynamics and Kinetics of HPDC Soldering
The assumption in the HPDC literature is that all forms of adhesion are caused by
the reaction of the casting material with the die material. Erosion from dissolution of the
iron may cause undercuts; intermetallic phases readily form between aluminum and iron.
While some Kirkendall porosity forms at the reacted interface, the interface is still
bonded [78]. Together, the erosion and corrosion of the die face are believed to cause
adhesion, in this case HPDC soldering (Figure 8). Thicker intermetallic layers and deeper
undercuts are believed to cause increasing ejection forces [12], [43], [55]. In this way,
HPDC sticking has been hypothesized to be the result of these reactions [8], [11].
Stuck from
intermetallic layer

Fractured (solder)
intermetallic layer

Undercuts from
dissolution of
the core.

Solder due to
dissolution of
the core

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒

Figure 8: Schematic of the common thermodynamics and kinetics-based theory of
soldering and sticking.

4.1 Hypothesis
It is true that failed die components often exhibit reaction between the casting and
die [18], [43]. These components appear like laboratory prepared diffusion couple
specimens. However, the existence of similar phases does not require that they be the
cause of HPDC soldering. To evaluate the causal link between thermodynamically driven
phase formation and soldering, a simple hypothesis was generated. If soldering is the
result of intermetallic phase formation, then laboratory diffusion couple experiments
should mimic industrial observations.
A detailed analysis of the literature data invalidates this hypothesis because the
laboratory results do not match industrial observations in three ways. First, the measured
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reaction rates are too slow. Second, the effect of alloy composition is not consistent.
Finally, the intermetallic layer is brittle and weakens the bonded joint.

4.2 Intermetallic Reaction Rate
In aluminum-iron diffusion couples, the total thickness of the intermetallic layers,
𝑥𝑥, grows proportional to the square root of the exposure time. This follows Fick’s law for
one-dimensional diffusion (eq. 4). The diffusion constant depends on temperature, 𝑇𝑇,
following an Arrhenius relationship with an activation energy, 𝑄𝑄, a pre-exponential
constant, 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 , and the ideal gas constant, 𝑅𝑅 [79].
𝑄𝑄

𝑥𝑥 = 𝑘𝑘0 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �− 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅� √𝑡𝑡

(eq. 4)

Springer et al. investigated the activation energy and growth rate of these
intermetallic phases between pure aluminum and steel above and below the solidus
temperature of aluminum [79]. The authors found, through their experiments and by
citing others, that the activation energy is approximately 190 kJ/mol. This constant
adequately fits the data above and below the solidus temperature. In other work, Jindal et
al. and Springer et al. friction stir welded and roll bonded joints between aluminum and
steel. They annealed these joints at various temperatures and found that the activation
energy was also 190 kJ/mol for these solid-solid diffusion couples [78], [80] (Figure 9).
This suggests that deviations other authors have observed between solid-solid diffusion
couples relative to liquid-solid is due to imperfections in the contact of solid-solid
diffusion couples.
Using eq. 4, the time required to form 0.1 mm of intermetallic phases was
calculated using the activation energy proposed by Springer et al. This critical thickness
was chosen because soldering buildup exceeding this thickness is known to occur within
a few casting cycles (Figure 9) [23], [81]. Terek et al. observed aluminum exceeding 0.1
mm thick stuck to a core in one casting cycle [51]. Die castings rarely contact the die
steel for longer than 20 seconds. Measurements have shown that the maximum die
temperature stays below the liquidus temperature at all times [82]. If the die surface were
the liquidus temperature of pure aluminum, 660℃, it would take 250 seconds (more than
12 cycles) to produce 0.1 mm of soldering. Intermetallic phases cannot grow fast enough
to be the cause of buildup within only a few cycles. This suggests that some mechanism
causes the initial buildup of aluminum. After additional time, the intermetallic phases will
start to grow [22].
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Figure 9: The predicted time to grow a 0.1 mm thick intermetallic layer [18], [79], [80],
[83], [84]. A single activation energy of 190 kJ/mol provides reasonable agreement with
measured reaction rates both above and below the melting temperature of 660℃

4.3 Effect of Alloy Composition
Die-casting experiments and observations suggest iron additions reduce ejection
forces and soldering [10], [41]. When iron is dipped into pure aluminum it will initially
dissolve, and once the aluminum is saturated intermetallic phases will form on the
aluminum/iron interface (Figure 10a). The net effect is slow erosion of the iron and
expansion of the solid intermetallic phases into the liquid aluminum. Often these two
effects are combined into one overall growth from the original interface. If HPDC
soldering is a kinetically controlled reaction, and adding iron reduces the occurrence of
HPDC soldering, then the intermetallic growth rate should decrease with increasing iron
content. This has been tested, and the opposite is true where iron saturated aluminum
grows the intermetallic layer faster (Figure 10b). The faster growth rate makes sense
because iron has to be dissolved to saturate the liquid aluminum prior to growing the
intermetallic phases [85]. Similarly, manganese and silicon have been observed to reduce
soldering, but they also increase the growth rate of intermetallic layers in diffusion
couples [86], [87]. Thus, the best known HPDC solder reducing alloy elements increase
the growth rate of the intermetallic layer; this contradicts the accepted kinetically
controlled reaction theory.
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Figure 10: (a) Illustration of a typical aluminum iron diffusion couple [18]. (b) One
dimensional intermetallic growth rate when the liquid is either initially pure or saturated
with iron [85].
Dissolution also occurs in a diffusion couple. As steel dissolves into the liquid
aluminum, the rate of dissolution could be a predictor of the HPDC soldering tendency.
Previous work has shown that both pure aluminum and structural casting alloys, which
have low iron content, dissolve steel at a slower rate than common commercial diecasting alloys (Figure 11) [9], [43], [88], [89]. This is the opposite trend observed in die
casting process where pure aluminum and the low iron structural alloys erode and solder
the die much faster than the conventional secondary alloys that have high iron contents.
Dissolution rate is also a poor predictor of HPDC soldering tendency.
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Figure 11: (a) Static steel cylinder (12.7 mm diameter) dip tests in various aluminum
alloys showed that pure aluminum dissolves steel more slowly than commercial casting
alloys [89]. (b) Static steel cylinder (12.7 mm diameter) dip tests showed that the
structural alloy Silafont 36 (A365) dissolves steel slower than the more common A390
diecasting alloy [88].

4.4 Strength of Intermetallic Bonding
Implicit in the study of intermetallic growth as the cause of HPDC soldering is the
idea that a metallic bond is required for the buildup to occur. These phases are assumed
to be a required transition layer for the buildup to occur. Examining the strength of joints
between aluminum and steel can test this hypothesis, and the result is that multi-material
bonding studies show intermetallic phases reduce the interface strength rather than
enhance it.
Roll bonding and friction stir welding create a joint between aluminum and steel
without forming a detectable intermetallic layer [78], [80], [90]–[92]. There are three
locations that the joint can fail; fracture can occur in the steel, the aluminum, or at the
interface. Fracture will occur at the joint (Figure 12a) when the two metals have poor
contact implying limited metallic bonding; otherwise, the aluminum side of the joint is
likely to fracture for well bonded interfaces due to its lower strength compared to steel
(Figure 12b). Annealing these joints at temperatures above 450°C causes an intermetallic
layer to form and grow. Once grown, the fracture occurs within the intermetallic layer
(Figure 12c), with a reduced joint strength [78], [80], [90]–[92]. In contrast, failed die
cast components exhibit an unusual behavior where an intermetallic layer exists on the
die surface but fracture occurs in the aluminum casting (Figure 12d) [29].
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Figure 12: Illustration of joints between steel and aluminum under the shear of the
ejection force, 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 without (a,b) and with an intermetallic layer (c,d). When the bond
strength is low a clean separation at the aluminum/steel interface is normally observed (a)
Casting failure may occur due to the low strength of aluminum at elevated temperature.
(b). Roll bonded, brazed, and friction stir welded joints typically fracture within the
intermetallic layer when it is present (c), while HPDC conditions often contain an
intermetallic layer with the fracture in die casting (d).

4.5 Summary of the Thermodynamics and Kinetics of
HPDC Adhesion
Since laboratory-scale diffusion couple and roll bonding experiments do not
match industrial observations, it is safe to conclude that these are not the mechanisms that
cause adhesion in HPDC. This is not to say intermetallic phases cannot form between the
casting and die. They appear to be the symptom of a different mechanism which causes
the adhesion. Chen made this observations in 2005 when an initial buildup of aluminum
on a core pin occurred without intermetallic formation, and subsequent casting cycles
imparted enough energy and time for the intermetallic phases to form and grow [22].
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5 Thermomechanics of Sticking

∗
Scaled Ejection Force (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
,)

A thermal interference will occur on all die components that form internal
features to the casting. This is because the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) for
both the casting and die are mismatched. Even if they were identical, the casting cools
while the die stays roughly the same temperature or slightly heats up. So, a thermal
interference will always occur. This makes some component of HPDC adhesion behave
like a common press fit, or interference fit. The interference would be expected to
increase with lower ejection temperatures. If the resulting friction force is large relative
to the die casting machine ejection force capability the casting will stick (Figure 13).

∗
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
=

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Ejection Temperature (𝑇𝑇)

𝑇𝑇

Figure 13: A simplified schematic based on Figure 3 where only the sticking factor is
considered.
This ejection force, 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , depends on two factors; the strength of the interface and
the area that must be separated (Figure 14). The contact area, 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 , is an apparent area
because many factors affect the actual contact area in tribology [14]. Sticking in HPDC
occurs when both the shear strength of the aluminum, 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 , and iron die, 𝜏𝜏𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 , are higher
than the shear strength of the interface, 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , and the contact area is large enough to
prevent ejection. Heating a stuck parts reduces the strength of the interface, and the stuck
casting is often cleanly removed from the die. Thus, the study of sticking in HPDC
involves the key variables that control the strength of the interface.
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Figure 14: Conceptual model of the casting/die interface where 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the ejection force
and 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 is the total contact area. 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴, 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , and 𝜏𝜏𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 are the shear strength of the casting,
interface, and die, respectively.

The strength of the contact interface (Figure 14) is potentially affected by five
factors. These factors can be illustrated and described in time order of the HPDC process
(Figure 15). First, liquid metal contacts the die. This initial interaction establishes the true
contact area through wetting. Good wetting can increase the mechanical interlocking and
bonding potential with the die. Next, the porosity feeding intensification pressure contact
between the casting and the die. During cooling of the liquid and early in solidification,
there is an opportunity to form intermetallic phases. After solidification, the casting
develops strength and contracts onto the die. The die is also absorbing heat and
expanding. The relative temperature changes increase the interference and increases the
contact area. Finally, uneven ejection may apply a moment which locally increases the
contact area.
Symmetry is required to achieve uniform ejection. A single core in a cylindrical
casting can be assumed to be axis-symmetric minimizing non-symmetric ejection effects
(Figure 15 far right). This leaves 4 potential factors that affect the strength of the
interface. Assuming a consistent casting process, then the remaining factors are split
between interface interactions and friction. Friction was hypothesized to be the only
significant component of ejection force. It can be calculated as the product of contact
pressure, 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 , contact area, and the effective coefficient of friction, 𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , in this simple
case (eq. 5 left term). Casting to die interactions could affect the strength of the interface,
𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ , and would affect ejection force proportional to the contact area (eq. 5 right term).
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𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 = 𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 + 𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶

(eq. 5)

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 = 𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 (𝜇𝜇 cos 𝜃𝜃 − sin 𝜃𝜃) + 𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ 𝐴𝐴

(eq. 6)

Cedorge and Colton did a free body analysis of the effect of draft angle, 𝜃𝜃, [60].
They showed that draft angle reduces the ejection force due to reaction forces aligned
with the ejection direction. The effective coefficient of friction (eq. 5) can be expanded to
take these reaction forces into account (eq. 6). The resulting equation has 3 unknowns:
the shear strength from adhesion, the contact pressure, and the coefficient of friction.
These variables are not likely to depend on draft angle as adhesion results from aluminum
in contact with the steel and contact pressure can be viewed as a stack of infinitesimally
thin rings and the draft angle cannot affect any one ring in the stack. The coefficient of
friction depends on the casting conditions and local roughness of the steel core. All three
of the unknowns can be determined by testing a minimum of three different draft angles.
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Intermetallic
reaction
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Draft angle, 𝜃𝜃

Figure 15: Different factors that affect the local contact area in the die casting process.
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5.1 Hypothesis:
There are three possibilities with this friction model (eq. 6): either the casting to
die interactions or the thermal interference are important, or both are significant. It is
hypothesized that friction is the primary sticking mechanism, and this can be tested with
a room temperature ejection test. If the draft angle is increased, then the ejection force is
reduced by an amount greater than the reduced contact area. This is because the
interference model (eq. 6) predicts a force component which acts in the ejection direction
as a function of the draft angle. Also, the measured strength of the casting to die
interaction are low making them insignificant [11].

5.2 Room Temperature Ejection Experimental Method
The test employed a consistent casting condition with only the draft angle and
cast alloy as factors to determine if the coefficient of friction behaves like dry sliding
measurements. Alternatively, it could be different when measured in situ. A single 12.7
mm diameter core pin was centered in a cylindrical mold. The casting outer diameter was
76.2 mm, and aluminum was poured into the open top of the mold. To control
temperature and geometry, the alloy was taken from an HPDC holding furnace at the
alloy specific temperature and the mold was filled completely to a 63.5 mm height
(Figure 16 and Appendix A.1).
Pouring Direction
Outer Mold
Core
Mold Base
Mold Legs
Figure 16: Schematic of room temperature ejection mold.
Seven core pins were prepared with the following draft angles 0.5°, 5°, 10°, 15°,
20°, 22.5°, 25° per side (Figure 21). Two alloys (362 and 380) were tested (Table 2).
These alloys represent the most common and easy to cast 380 alloy compared to a more
difficult to cast structural 362 alloy. The pouring temperature of 380 was 650±10°C and
362 was 680±10°C. These two different temperatures reflect the production holding
furnace temperature for die casting. The 380 alloy has a lower solidus temperature due to
its copper content. For this reason, it is typically held and cast at a lower temperature than
the essentially copper free 362 alloy. Castings were produced by hand ladling alloy from
an approximately 2700 kg HPDC holding furnace. Between each draft angle the casting
and mold were cooled for at approximately 3 hours until they were at room temperature.
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Three replicates of each alloy were poured for a total of 42 castings tests. After each
ejection test the cores were inspected for any evidence of solder. The cores were reused
without any cleaning or polishing because in all cases the inspection did not reveal any
aluminum buildup.
Table 2: Chemical composition limits for the two alloys under study.
Alloy
362
380

Si
10.5-11.5
7.5-9.5

Mg
0.55-0.75
<0.1

Fe
<0.45
<1.2

Mn
0.25-0.35
<0.5

Cu
<0.2
3.0-4.0

Zn
<0.1
<3.0

Between each casting trial the pins were ejected from the castings at room
temperature with a Tinius and Olsen tensile machine. An Omegadyne 0-30,000 lbf (133
kN) model TH-LPM4 load cell was used to measure the ejection force. Crosshead speed
was constant for all tests at 1 mm/min. Only the maximum ejection force was used for
analysis, but the load and crosshead displacement versus time was collected and archived
for each test. During test development, it was discovered that the alignment of the
crosshead was critical for reproducible results. At large draft angles, this is less important
but, it is critical at drafts less than 5°. The fixture design was optimized with pivots in the
top and bottom plate to allow for crosshead to align to the core during the early loading
stages (Figure 17).

Core

Casting
Crosshead
Motion
Figure 17: Image of the fixture for measuring the ejection force. The top and bottom of
the fixture could pivot by a few degrees to correct for misalignment.

5.3 Results and Discussion:
All the ejection forces were plotted versus the draft angle (Figure 18) and
increasing the draft angle reduces the ejection force as hypothesized. There appears to be
an insignificant effect of alloy. A paired Student’s T test was performed on the data from
the two alloys, and the t-statistic was calculated as 0.94 for the paired test. This is less
than the critical value of 1.71 assuming 95% level of significance. This implies that the
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362 and 380 ejection force are not different, because the alloy and pouring temperature
did not affect the results of the test. Further analysis and results are presented using the
combined data from both alloys.
Pooled summary statistics were calculated for each draft angle (Table 3) with
standard error as a fraction of the mean ejection force in the last column. The error is
consistent regardless of draft angle suggesting that filling, solidification, and ejection
loading were consistent. Shrinkage away from the surface of the core was minimized
because the mold acted as a chill controlling solidification and the pouring rates were
slow to avoid trapped gas porosity around the core. The data was collected with a 133 kN
load cell and at the high draft angles, the load was only 1-2% of the rated load capacity.
Table 3: Summary of all the ejection force tests at room temperature.
Draft
angle
(degree)
0.5
5
10
15
20
22.5
25

Average
ejection
force (kN)
12.2
11.2
6.8
4.9
3.0
2.4
2.3

95% standard error
(2*std dev/sqrt(n))
1.5
1.5
0.6
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.5
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Standard
deviation
(kN)
2.0
1.8
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.1
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Figure 18: A plot of all ejection force measurements showing a trend of decreasing
ejection force with increasing draft angle but little effect of alloy.
Eq. 6 was fit to all the data in Figure 18. Fitting was performed in Excel using the
Solver tool to minimize the sum of the squares difference between the model and the
experimental data. Interfacial strength, contact pressure, and coefficient of friction were
the fitting parameters. The contact area was assumed to be the designed area. The top of
the core pin (Figure 19) was not included in the contact area of the first term in eq. 6, as it
has a 90° draft angle. The friction correction term become undefined at this draft angle.
The best fit occurs when the interfacial strength is set to zero, contact pressure is 5.9
MPa, and the coefficient of friction is 0.59. The best fit was plotted as the “Friction
Model” line (Figure 20), and this approach was also plotted assuming adhesion from
interfacial strength alone. This is the dashed “Adhesion Model” line, and it is a poor fit
of the data. Sticking is dependent on contact pressure at the casting/core interface.
Previous work by Wang and Loong as well as Tosa et al. agree with this finding
because they found ejection force increased with longer delays prior to ejection [16],
[93]. They also found the coefficient of friction to be approximately 0.6 [16]. Longer
ejection times allow the casting to cool and develop a larger contact pressure from
thermal contraction, and cooler temperatures reduce the reaction rate for an adhesion
model. Increasing ejection forces with cooler ejection temperatures suggest that the
friction from contact pressure is more important than adhesion from casting to die
reactions.
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Casting

Contact area
Core
Core axis

Figure 19: Schematic of core denoting the contact area used to fit (eq. 6) to the
experimental data (Figure 18).
A friction is also consistent with the measured strength of the casting to die
interface. Compared to previously reported values of the intermetallic adhesion strength,
such as Wang et al. who reported a strength of 0.12 MPa [11], the ejection forces in this
experiment were much higher with an interfacial shear stress of 3.5 MPa. This value is
small relative to the typical strength of cast aluminum alloys but large compared to the
intermetallic interfacial strength. Bulk visual deposition of aluminum or intermetallic
phases on the surface of the core were not observed during the trial. Over 100 castings
were produced without any polishing because the pins remained clean after each trial
(Figure 21).
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Figure 20: The best fit is achieved with the “Friction Model” and is not improved by
adding the adhesion term. The adhesion only model does not match the data.

Figure 21: Image of all 7 cores after over 10 casting cycles showing no buildup from the
cast aluminum.
A second set of 10 core pins were prepared with draft angles of 0.5, 5, 10, 15, and
20 degrees. Five of the cores were draw polished with a 220 grit stone (rough condition)
and five were diamond polished to a 3 micron diamond finish (smooth condition). After
preparation, all pins were coated with an AlCrN physical vapor deposition (PVD)
coating. The coating, called Fortiphy+, was applied by Phygen, and it has been shown to
resist reaction with aluminum under severe conditions [11].
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The same casting trials were performed with 3 tests per pin and a total of 30
castings, and all the experimental results were plotted (Figure 22). There is no clear
difference between coating condition. Perhaps this is because the castings were poured
with the mold at room temperature, and the casting cooled too quickly to effectively wet
the relatively rougher cores compared to the diamond polished cores. More tests with
different initial mold temperatures may help further understand this difference, but the
similarity was leveraged to pool the statistics of the dependence on coating and draft
angle. This increased the number of experiments to six for each draft angle in the
following analysis.
Ejection force for the coated cores was fit with eq. 6 and plotted in comparison
with the uncoated cores (Figure 23). Coatings reduced the coefficient of friction by 18%
from 0.59 to 0.5. This suggests that the primary reason coatings reduce sticking is by
reducing friction. Abrasive wear resistance of the die is also improved by the hardness of
the coatings, and this extends the useful life of the tooling. Adhesion is not a significant
factor in the coated versus uncoated samples because the lowest error occurs when the
adhesion term (right hand term in eq. 6) is set to zero meaning the friction only model fits
the data best.
Generalizing the results of the coated cores is difficult because these tests were
performed unlubricated. It is possible there is an interaction between the lubrication and
the coating/surface finish of the cores in a production environment. Die lubricant
manufacturers will often speculate that the smooth and coated finish is more difficult to
coat with a lubricant. This interaction of lubricant should be investigated in the future.
Contact pressure and friction coefficient are the only factors that are necessary to
predict the casting ejection force. This is a surprising result because of the literature
suggests that interfacial reaction is the primary mechanism that controls ejection force.
Further, the in-situ measurement of friction yields a similar friction coefficient to
regularly reported for dry sliding friction between aluminum and steel [16]. It is true that
the precise mechanism that causes friction is not well understood.
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Figure 22: Comparison of AlCrN coated cores showing no difference between the smooth
(Diamond Polished) and rough (220 Grit Stoned) surface preparation.
In situ measurement of friction in the die casting process has not been previously
reported but measuring the dry sliding friction coefficient of permanent mold casting is
helpful in understanding ejection force. This is because the during the casting process the
aluminum has an opportunity to interact with the surface of the die. The cooling against
the die/core surface affects the microstructure of the casting and its friction against the
die. By leaving the surface undisturbed, it was possible measure the friction coefficient
while keeping the casting surface unmodified.
Castings can stick because the die casting machine ejection force is relatively
weak. A 300 ton machines can have a maximum ejection force of 100 kN [94], which
implies eight cores like the test described above would exceed the machine ejection force
capability and cause the casting to stick. This limitation can be reduced by relieving the
contact pressure through increasing the casting ejection temperature. It can also be
reduced by lubrication [10], [16].
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Figure 23: Friction model fit to the AlCrN coated cores versus the uncoated cores. The
95% confidence interval based on a minimum of six experiments for each data point is
shown.
There is a low chance that the casting will fail by shearing instead of sticking at
these lower ejection temperatures. The contact pressures were low in this test despite
maximizing ejection force by ejecting at room temperature. The measured shear stress of
roughly 3.5 MPa is low compared to the yield stress of aluminum which is at least 20
times higher. This means that there is a low chance that the aluminum would fail and
buildup on the die when the ejection temperature is low, and the aluminum is strong
relative to casting/die interfacial strength.
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6 Thermomechanics of Soldering
HPDC soldering is a local failure of the aluminum casting during ejection. It can
be predicted when the shear strength of the casting/die interface, 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , exceeds the shear
strength of the aluminum, 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 in which the Tresca friction factor, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, is the ratio of these
shear strengths (eq. 7). Shear tests have shown that aluminum transfers to steel when the
Tresca friction factor exceeds 0.7, but this form is difficult to apply directly to a casting
[15].
𝜏𝜏

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 < 0.7

(eq. 7)

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

∗
Scaled Stress (𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
)

The numerator of eq. 7 is more simply defined as the scalar multiple of the local
contact pressure, 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 , and a coefficient of friction, 𝜇𝜇 [15]. The denominator can be related
to the ultimate tensile strength (UTS), 𝜎𝜎𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 , through the Von Mises failure criteria.
Under pure uniaxial load the Von Mises failure stress is the ultimate strength divided by
the square root of three. These substitutions yield an equation (eq. 8) where all the
variables are temperature dependent. Both contact pressure and tensile strength increase
as the temperature decreases, but they are not required to increase at the same rate. In
particular, the non-linear increase in aluminum strength with decreasing temperature
generally causes the Tresca friction factor to decrease with temperature (Figure 24).

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =

𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

Ejection Temperature (𝑇𝑇)
Figure 24: HPDC soldering occurs when the Tresca friction factor is larger than a critical
value, and it decreases with lower ejection temperatures, (simplification of Figure 3)
Some evidence suggests that the coefficient of friction increases with increasing
temperature [16], [56], [95]. However, temperature also affects the modulus and strength
of aluminum and will in turn affect the Hertzian contact area depending on the friction
test geometry. This makes a general statement about the friction coefficient’s dependence
on temperature challenging.
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𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = √3𝜇𝜇 𝜎𝜎

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

(eq. 8)

Temperature dependent mechanical properties are required to solve eq. 8. These
properties can be approximated from the Ludwick-Hollomon (L-H) constitutive
relationship proposed by Roy et. al [17]. Eq. 9 relates the stress, 𝜎𝜎, to strain, 𝜀𝜀, and the
strain rate, 𝜀𝜀̇, with temperature, 𝑇𝑇, dependent parameters. 𝐾𝐾(𝑇𝑇) is the strength parameter
(eq. 10). 𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇) is the strain hardening exponent (eq. 11), and 𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇) is the strain rate
sensitivity (eq. 12).
𝜎𝜎 = 𝐾𝐾(𝑇𝑇)𝜀𝜀 𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇) 𝜀𝜀̇𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇)

(eq. 9)

K(𝑇𝑇) = 8 × 10−4 𝑇𝑇 2 − 1.16𝑇𝑇 + 408

(eq. 10)

𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇) = 4.6 × 10−11 𝑇𝑇 3.5 + 0.024

(eq. 12)

𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇) = −0.06 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑇𝑇 + 0.4

(eq. 11)

Strain rates are small both during cooling and ejection because the strains are
small. If the aluminum coefficient of thermal expansion is roughly 20 𝜇𝜇m/m°C then at a
cooling rate of 100°C/s the thermal strain rate is 0.002 s-1. For simplicity, the strain rate
was always assumed to be 0.001 s-1.
The strain hardening exponent 𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇) was modified to better match all the
experimental data (eq. 11). Roy et al. proposed a discontinuous behavior with a constant
strain hardening exponent above 300°C [17]. They also report this constant coefficient to
be negative suggesting that the material has a lower UTS than its yield strength. This
behavior has been reported elsewhere in hot compression tests at very low strain rates,
but it is not the most common trend [96]. Most of the raw data from Roy et al. indicate a
positive coefficient, and it was matched with a logarithmic fit to that raw data (eq. 11).
Another approach would be to set the exponent to zero above 300°C [97].
Using the L-H relationship, local contact pressure can be predicted using
numerical simulations. The other material property in eq. 8, UTS, can be difficult to
predict because it requires knowledge of the failure strain. Caceres proposed that the
onset of necking is the highest possible uniform strain to failure while providing the
rational for the Quality Index of aluminum [98]. If the local strain required to create a
stress that overcomes friction exceeds the onset of necking, then the material will
continuously plastically deform until it fails. Below this stress there is a good chance the
material can strain harden sufficiently to survive the ejection shear making it a reasonable
failure criterion for predicting HPDC soldering. The casting-die interface cannot be
broken if the casting plasticly deforms till failure.
Nichols provided a summary of the necking criteria [99]. Strain rate insensitive
materials necking when the strain equals the strain hardening exponent, 𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇). Strain rate
sensitive materials have a non-zero strain hardening exponent, 𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇), and they will neck
when the strain equals 𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇)/(1 − 𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇)). This strain was used in the Ludwick39

Hollomon model (eq. 9). The new term for UTS was then substituted into eq. 8 and the
terms were rearranged to create a relationship for the maximum local contact pressure
(eq. 13). If the ratio of contact pressure to the UTS exceeds the critical value of the righthand side, then the aluminum casting is predicted to fail at ejection resulting in the
observation of HPDC soldering.
√3𝜇𝜇𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐

𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇) 𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇) 𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇)
�
𝜀𝜀̇
𝐾𝐾(𝑇𝑇)�
1−𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇)

� 0.7
< 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 <

(eq. 13)

This general form for prediction of soldering can be directly implemented in
solidification and cooling stress simulation codes [59], and it is novel because of the
thermophysical and thermomechanical property basis (eq. 13). Soldering is directly
proportional to the coefficient of friction and inversely proportional to the UTS of the
casting material.

6.1 Hypothesis:
Based on this friction model, lubricants and coatings should reduce soldering as
observed in industry because they reduce the coefficient of friction (eq. 13). The
temperature dependence of UTS also leads to a testable hypothesis of soldering which is
independent of the friction coefficient. If the ejection temperature is increased, then the
soldering tendency will be increased because the ultimate strength approaches zero
(Figure 25). This hypothesis was tested in two ways. First, a hot ejection test was
developed to match a close-form prediction of contact pressure versus UTS. This test was
important because the true values of 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 , UTS, 𝜇𝜇, and 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 are difficult to know for die
casting alloys at elevated temperatures. Second, 3D simulations in MAGMAsoft were
compared with industrial examples [59].
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Figure 25: The L-H relationship as proposed in eqs. 9 through 12. UTS was calculated
assuming the onset of necking where 𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇)/(1 − 𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇)).

6.2 Model Application:

A solid core in a tubular casting (Figure 7) is an ideal example geometry to
calculate the Tresca friction factor versus temperature. Interference fits like this have
been studied for many years and exact solutions exist for the stress distribution through
the casting thickness [75]. The stress state has two components, assuming no end effects,
and they depend on radial position, 𝑟𝑟 (Figure 26). Radial stress, 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 , is normal to the
casting/core interface (eq. 14). Tangential stress, 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡 , acts along the tangent of the casting
radius (eq. 15). Contact pressure, 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 , occurs only at the casting/core interface and is
related to the elastic modulus, 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 and 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , and Poisson ratio, 𝑣𝑣𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 and 𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , of the casting
and core (steel), respectively. It also depends on the thermal interference, 𝛿𝛿, and relative
size of the inner, 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 , and outer, 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 , radii (eq. 16). The core is assumed to be solid, but the
case with internal cooling may also be considered [75].
𝑟𝑟 2 𝑃𝑃

𝑟𝑟 2

(eq. 14)

𝑟𝑟 2

(eq. 15)

𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 = 𝑟𝑟 2𝑖𝑖−𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐2 �1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜2 �
𝑜𝑜

𝑟𝑟 2 𝑃𝑃

𝑖𝑖

𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡 = 𝑟𝑟 2𝑖𝑖−𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐2 �1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜2 �
𝑜𝑜

𝑖𝑖
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𝛿𝛿

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 =

(eq. 16)

2
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟2
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
𝑜𝑜 +𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
�
2 +𝑣𝑣𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 �+𝐸𝐸 (1−𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑟𝑟2
−𝑟𝑟
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖
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𝑟𝑟

Figure 26: Bulk stress state prior to ejection due to the thermal interference between the
casting and core.
The thermal interference is related to the coefficients of thermal expansion, 𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
and 𝛼𝛼𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , and the change in temperature, ∆𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 and ∆𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (eq. 17). During initial casting
solidification and cooling, the steel is heating up and the aluminum is cooling. In this
case, the steel change in temperature is negative adding to the interference. Assuming a
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of aluminum being roughly constant with
temperature at 20 𝜇𝜇m/m°C the theoretical interference strain can be plotted (Figure 27).
𝛿𝛿 = (𝛼𝛼𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ∆𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝛼𝛼𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∆𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 )𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖

(eq. 17)

The yield stress was computed by using the elastic modulus (eq. 18) from Roy et
al. and back calculation of the 0.002 offset yield stress in the L-H relationship [17]. The
Poissons’ ratio, 𝑣𝑣, was assumed to be 0.3 (eq. 17). This was plotted versus temperature to
evaluate whether the elastic stress assumption of eq. 16 is acceptable (Figure 27).
Comparing the yield strain to the thermal strain reveals some plastic deformation occurs
for all thermal strains in the axis-symmetric case (Figure 27). The thermal strains are
small and the strain hardening coefficient is low at elevated temperatures. For these
reasons, the yield stress is assumed to be a good estimate of the stress state prior to
ejection.
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Figure 27: Thermal strain compared to the yield strain as calculated using an 0.002 offset
of elastic modulus in eq. 18.
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� (1 + 𝑣𝑣)

(eq. 18)

Using this assumption, the contact pressure was calculated using the Von Mises
stress. It is a widely used failure criterion for ductile materials such as aluminum [75],
which is particularly true at the elevated ejection temperatures in HPDC where the
aluminum has high plasticity. The Von Mises stress due to shrinkage, 𝜎𝜎�𝑠𝑠ℎ , can be
simplified assuming the stress state only contains tangential and radial components (eq.
19). Setting this shrinkage stress equal to the YS and replacing the tangential and radial
stresses with their equations for the axis-symmetric case (eqs. 14 and 15) yields an
expression that relates the contact pressure to the yield stress (eq. 20).
Contact pressure for an arbitrarily sized cylindrical casting can now be substituted
into eq. 8 and simplified (eq. 21). Grouping the terms in this way puts the material
properties on the left-hand side of the inequality and the geometric and lubrication term
on the right-hand side. The ratio on the left-hand side of eq. 21 is readily calculated and
plotted (Figure 28). It decreases as the temperature decreases.
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𝜎𝜎�𝑠𝑠ℎ = �𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡2 − 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 + 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟2

(eq. 19)

𝜎𝜎𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 ��𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜2 +𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖2 � + �𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜2 +𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖2 � + 1

(eq. 20)
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(eq. 21)

𝜇𝜇

Determining the threshold ratio of YS and UTS below which soldering does not
occur for a cylindrical casting requires examining the right-hand side of eq. 21. At a
limiting case, the first ratio approaches 1 for large 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 relative to 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 . Making this
simplification and assuming 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 0.7, critical values are plotted as horizontal lines.
Three friction coefficients were plotted with the YS/UTS ratio (Figure 28), and the
coefficients typical for reported friction coefficients at elevated temperatures [56], [95].
Where these lines intersect is the critical temperature above which soldering is likely.
Lowering friction reduces soldering tendency as well as decreasing the ejection
temperature.
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Figure 28: Predicted soldering likelihood of a cylindrical casting (eq. 21) based on the
alloy described in eq. 9 versus the ejection temperature.
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6.3 Hot Core Ejection Experiment:
A test was developed to examine the temperature effect (eq. 21) where cores were
removed from a cylindrical casting at elevated temperature. The castings were poured
into a sand mold with an embedded core (Figure 29 and Appendix A). Cores were made
from 4140 steel with a 0.5° draft on the casting surface, and the core surface was left as
machined. Sand molds were produced with a cold setting resin binder. Sand was used for
the mold material to enable a uniform ejection temperature within the casting, which
better matches the first principles model of the ejection stresses. Slower cooling rates also
improved the uncertainty in the ejection temperature. The outer diameter was of the
casting was constant at approximately 40 mm. A draft of 5° was applied on the outside of
the casting to enable mold making.
Core
Casting

Pouring Basin
Sand Mold
Mold Support

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

Figure 29: Assembly view of the hot ejection test apparatus the casting, core, sand mold,
and support plate.
For all tests, the casting/core contact length was approximately 12.5 mm. Filling
was stopped once the mold was full. Ejection temperatures were tested between 555°C
and 450°C with the ejection force breaking the sand molds at 450°C. Alloy chemistry
conformed to the aluminum association alloy A362 (Table 4). Temperatures were
recorded with a k-type thermocouple embedded in the sand mold on the outer surface of
the casting. Ejection force was measured with a load cell. Displacement of the core was
measured with a LVDT.

6.4 Hot Ejection Test Results and Discussion:
The hypothesis was partially confirmed by the hot ejection test, in that within a
single casting cycle aluminum would adhere to the core (Figure 30). However, this was
not a massive buildup, and it was not as temperature dependent as predicted. These
discrepancies are likely due to two observations. First, the contact was not uniform as
shown by surface shrinkage (Figure 31). Without uniform contact, the contact pressure
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would be concentrated, and the assumption of axis symmetry is no longer valid. Second,
the range of temperatures tested have small differences in the strain hardening
coefficient. From 450°C to 555°C the strain hardening coefficient was predicted to be
between 0.03 and 0.02 (eq. 11). This is roughly one tenth of the strain hardening
coefficient at room temperature, and the result is a low tolerance for shear stress due to
friction (Figure 28).

(a)

(b)

Figure 30: (a) Example of experimental rig prepared for casting. (b) Incipient soldering
clearly shown on the case where ejection occurred at 550°C.
Pin 1 Casting

Pin 1 Core

Surface Shrinkage

Figure 31: Casting surface for hot ejection test showing surface shrinkage (casting) and
aluminum buildup (core).
Hot ejection of a core from a cylinder promised to be useful because of the simple
relationship. However, matching the axis symmetric ideal case proved difficult in
practice. The contact pressure can be a range of values as it is dependent on the solidified
geometry. Outside of axis-symmetric cases it is easy to imagine a wide range of potential
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contact pressures. For example, a rectangular geometry will have different contact
pressures based on the length of each side (Figure 32). Fortunately, 3D computer
simulations can predict the effect of shape on the local contact pressure.
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 ≅

𝜎𝜎 = 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼∆𝑇𝑇

Core

𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

2𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐

𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐

𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼∆𝑇𝑇

𝐿𝐿
𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

Casting
Figure 32: Rectangular example showing that the contact pressure is proportional to the
thickness of the casting relative to the bearing area, 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 , on the core.

6.5 3D Modeling:

Industrial HPDC castings were simulated in MAGMASOFT to model the Tresca
friction factor during the casting process [59]. One example is a mature die that was
previously studied for soldering reduction (Figure 33) [8]. Seven warmup casting cycles
were computed prior to filling and solidification. Lubricant spray, die filling,
solidification, and ejection times were selected to mimic the industrial process as close as
possible. All major die inserts were considered within the simulation. A second industrial
example was simulated prior to trialing the die (Figure 34), and warmup cycles and
filling were not computed because these simulations were created before the die was
manufactured. In both cases, MAGMASTRESS calculated the contact pressure between
the casting and die during solidification up until the specified ejection time. User results
of the Tresca condition (eq. 13) were calculated by dividing the contact pressure by the
temperature dependent ultimate tensile strength. The alloy simulated was A360, and all
alloy properties were the default MAGMASOFT properties.
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Figure 33: Example die simulated in MAGMASOFT to test the validity of the Tresca
friction factor to predict HPDC soldering.

Figure 34: Second industrial HPDC example for comparison of the Tresca friction factor
with HPDC soldering.
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Calculation of the Tresca condition for both examples was possible using the
result calculator available in MAGMASOFT (Figure 35 a and c). This prediction was
compared to the condition of the dies after producing over 100 castings at Mercury
Marine in Fond du Lac, WI (Figure 35 b and d). Locations of soldering and relative
severity are well predicted using this friction-based prediction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 35: Comparison of the contact pressure scaled by UTS in MAGMA (a) and (c)
with the production die casting die at the end of a production run (b) and (d).
The strong dependence of soldering on temperature is also clearly shown in the
simulation. Two locations were selected in the first example for detailed review. One area
develops a high friction factor then it rapidly declines (Figure 36 black lines). The other
area also increases but does not decrease as significantly prior to ejection (Figure 36 grey
lines). The increase in soldering friction factor is due to the thermal contraction of the
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casting driving up the contact pressure locally. The decrease occurs when the casting start
cooling sufficiently for the UTS to reduce the Tresca friction factor more rapidly than the
contact pressure increases it (eq. 13).
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Figure 36: Predicted soldering friction factor (right hand axis) vs simulation time. The
temperatures at the same locations are plotted on the left-hand axis. Both locations
exhibit increasing then decreasing soldering tendency related to the local temperature of
the casting.
This new modeling approach gives the die casting engineer a tool to anticipate
and troubleshoot soldering behavior. As shown in Figure 36 adjustments as simple as
ejection time can affect which locations solder. However, it is important to realize the
strong dependence of the model to the material properties.
A brief examination of the literature suggests high temperature properties can
vary significantly. Alankar and Wells investigated the high temperature strength of as
cast wrought alloys [97]. They found that the high temperature strength can be quite
different between alloys such as 6111, 3104 and 5183 (Figure 37). Similar experiments
may show the effective alloy additions to die casting alloys to improve strength above
350°C.
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Figure 37: Hot Compression strength (assuming UTS at onset of necking) vs test
temperature of typical wrought aluminum alloys in the as cast state [97]. UTS was
assumed to occur at the onset of necking.
Identification of the soldering dependence on the high temperature strength of the
aluminum alloy is useful, but ultimately not the best opportunity for HPDC foundries.
The alloys used in HPDC are difficult to change due to the nature of the process and alloy
specification. Rapidly applying this novel friction model will require leveraging the
simulation tools to select common alloys and process conditions to reduce soldering.
This will enable process designs with the lowest likelihood for soldering over a broad
range of process settings. Such inputs that affect the soldering include alloy selection,
casting design, die design, and process.
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7 Optimizing HPDC for Reduced Sticking and Soldering
Optimizing friction in HPDC has the potential to reduce all forms of adhesion,
namely sticking and soldering. These adhesion defects have opposite requirements for
their reduction. As illustrated in Figure 3 and supported in previous chapters, sticking is
reduced with higher ejection temperatures. Soldering is improved by reducing friction,
contact pressure, and ejection temperature. The optimum casting conditions will occur
when the ejection force and the local Tresca friction conditions are minimized. Both these
constraints establish the limits of ejectability for a casting. Once ejection limits are
established, process design and operational variables are considered to maximize this
operational window. This concept is illustrated by returning to a core in the tube casting
(Figure 7), and one-dimensional numerical simulations reveal the operational window
(Figure 38).
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Figure 38: The limits of ejection to avoid sticking and soldering. This is the axissymmetric case of the general conceptual model proposed in the introduction (Figure 3).

7.1 Axis-Symmetric Phenomenological Model:
There are two components required to predict the operating window for a
hypothetical tube casting. First, the thermophysical properties of the casting alloys are
required. Second, solidification and cooling were computed. The alloy dependent
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temperature versus time prediction was used to calculate the contact pressure. With that
pressure the ejection force is predicted over time.

7.1.1 Thermodynamic Modeling:
An investigation of the effect of thermophysical properties was conducted as a
function of alloy composition. A broader cross section of alloys was also evaluated for
their latent heat of fusion. This is because alloy selection has a significant effect on the
solidification time of the casting. HPDC alloys A380, A362, A365, and A518 were all
simulated. Both A380 and A362 were simulated with 1 and 0.25 weight percent iron to
determine the effect of iron additions. The most common sand and permanent mold alloy,
A356, was used as a benchmark. The chemical composition of each alloy is listed in
Table 4.
An initial assessment compared the common HPDC alloy A380 to A356 (which
is not used in HPDC due to increased sticking and soldering [2]). Typical compositions
were assumed to be near the mid-range (Table 4 A380_Typ and A356_Typ), and they
were thermodynamically modeled to predict density and enthalpy (Figure 39 a and b).
A380 was considered to have iron and manganese near the maximum composition limit
as recommended to avoid HPDC soldering. A356 was modeled with slightly elevated
magnesium which is preferred to improve strength. Multiplying the density by the
enthalpy creates the volumetric heat release for each alloy. This quantity was integrated
to plot the cumulative heat release for solidification and cooling (Figure 39 c).
Approximately 5% more heat is released when solidifying the A380 alloy versus A356.
Thermal conductivity cannot easily be predicted because it depends on the amount of
each element in and out of solution. In lieu of modeling, thermal conductivity was
assumed to be an approximate linear fit to data from the literature (Figure 39 d) [100],
[101].
Table 4: Alloys that were simulated in ThermoCalc [77] for analysis. There chemical
compositions represent a typical composition for an initial assessment of the operational
window. All other alloys were used to evaluate the effect of alloy on the total heat release
as this has a large effect on the size of the operational window.
Cu
Fe
Mg
Mn
Si
Zn
Alloy
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
A380_Typ 3.5
1.0
0.05
0.35
9.0
1.0
A356_Typ 0.1
0.15
0.4
0.05
7.0
0.05
A380
3.5
0.25
0.05
0.2
8.5
1.0
A362
0.1
0.25
0.6
0.3
11
0.2
A365
0.1
0.25
0.45
0.7
10.5 0.2
A518
0.1
0.2
8.0
0.2
0.1
0.05
A356
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.1
7.0
0.1
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Figure 39: Density (a) and enthalpy (b) of the alloys in Table 4 as predicted by
ThermoCalc equilibrium calculations [77]. Cumulative heat release (c) during
solidification and cooling of the alloys. (d) Linearized thermal conductivity vs
temperature for both alloys based on available literature measurements [100], [101].
Thermal properties of each alloy were calculated using the Scheil equation with
back diffusion and a cooling rate of 10°C/s. Scheil is the appropriate model for
solidification of aluminum based on the scaling discussion given by Dantzig and Rappaz
[102]. Above the liquidus temperature and below the solidus equilibrium conditions were
assumed. This results in small variations in the phase fractions that formed during
solidification. However, these are all somewhat dilute alloys, and the resulting error was
less than 0.4% at the solidus temperature. This is also clearly shown in the smooth
transition between equilibrium and Scheil at the solidus temperature in the cumulative
heat release plots (Figure 45). All simulations started at 800°C and cooled to 0°C. The
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equilibrium calculations used a 10°C step size and the Scheil was 1°C. The system size
and pressure were assumed as 1 mol and 1 atm respectively.

7.1.2 Solidification Modeling
Solidification and cooling of two alloys, A380_Typ and A356_Typ, in Table 4
were modeled using the MATLAB [76] version R2020B function PDEPE from the
partial differential equation toolbox (eq. 22). Density (𝜌𝜌) and heat capacity (𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 ) are
temperature (𝑇𝑇) dependent and come directly from the equilibrium thermodynamic
simulation. During solidification, the heat capacity includes the latent heat release, and
they must be treated as temperature dependent within the differential. Thermal
conductivity (𝑘𝑘) is also temperature dependent and kept inside the differential on the right
hand side of eq. 22. The heat transfer coefficient (HTC) between the casting and die was
assumed to be 10,000 W/m2 °K. This was accounted for by inserting a 10 micro-meter
thick thermal resistance layer between the casting and die. Density and heat capacity of
this layer was assumed to be unity, and the conductivity of this layer was the product of
the desired HTC and the thickness of the barrier.
∂ρcp T
∂t

= ∇2 kT

(eq. 22)

For all conditions the core, casting, and outer die control volumes were linearly
spaced and 0.5 mm thick. The tube thickness was 12 mm with an inner radius of 50 mm.
All simulations assumed a 100 mm long tube, and the exterior portion of the die was 50
mm thick. The outer boundary of the mold was convectively cooled through a 10,000
W/m2 °K heat transfer coefficient to 30°C. Initial metal temperature was uniform at
651°C. The initial die temperature was uniform and varied from 100°C to 250°C. Die
thermophysical properties were constant throughout the simulation (Table 5). Casting
properties were depended on the results of thermodynamic simulations and literature
values. All simulations were run through 60 seconds of solidification and cooling, and all
conditions solidified within that time.
Die Material
H13
H13 High K
Inconel

Table 5: Die material properties used in 1D simulations.
Density (kg/m3)
Conductivity
Heat Capacity
(W/m°K)
(J/kg)
7800
16.5
460
7800
25
460
8442
12.5
410

Ejection force was assumed to be the contact pressure times the contact area and
the coefficient of friction (eq. 6 and 22). The tangential stress was assumed to be the
temperature dependent yield stress of the casting. Yield stress was computed according to
eqs. 9 through 12. Eq. 20 was solved for the contact pressure assuming the average
casting temperature across the thickness. This is a good approximation because the range
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of temperatures in the casting was less than 5°C below the solidus temperature. The
coefficient of friction was assumed to be 0.6.
An operating window was defined as the duration between two critical ejection
times. The longest ejection time, 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , occurred when the predicted ejection force
exceeded the machine capability. For this study a 300 ton die casting machine with 100
kN of maximum ejection force was assumed [94]. Physically, a 100 mm diameter
hydraulic cylinder with 140 bar of hydraulic pressure produces this ejection force. The
shortest ejection time, 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , was assumed to be at an ejection temperature of 540°C. It
has been shown that some soldering is expected regardless of ejection temperature.
However, it will be more severe at higher temperatures, and that casting is likely to
deform during ejection. With these two times the ejection operating window can be
computed by taking their difference. It is assumed that successful die casting is only
possible within this window. Due to process variability, a larger window is preferred.

7.2 Results and Discussion of 1D modeling
Both the simulated temperature and predicted ejection force of the tube casting
were plotted versus the simulated solidification and cooling time (Figure 40). As
expected, the predicted temperature drop of the casting slows between the liquidus and
solidus temperature due to the latent heat release. Ejection force increasing as the casting
cools except for the brief time that the temperature is above the liquidus temperature
(Figure 40 b). At 35 seconds the casting temperature is still over 350°C which
corresponds to a yield strength of roughly 50 MPa in the aluminum.
The operating window was superimposed over the predicted ejection force versus
time (Figure 41). Even at a relatively high ejection temperature of 350°C, the large
casting contact area translates to a high ejection force exceeding 100 kN. This is despite
having a low yield strength. Therefore, the hypothetical die casting machine cannot eject
the casting after 21 seconds of cooling time. Soldering limitations make the minimum
ejection time approximately 10 seconds. The result is an operating window of 10.8
seconds.

7.3 Alloy Effect on Ejection Limits
The casting alloy selection has an impact on the operating window because the
thermophysical properties vary for each alloy as a function of the composition. For
example, silicon, copper, and iron composition limits are different between A380_Typ
and A356_Typ, Table 4. This causes the significant difference in total heat release of the
alloys, Figure 39 (d).
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Figure 40: (a) Average casting temperature for a 12 mm tube casting with a 100 mm
inner diameter. (b) Modeled contact pressure vs ejection time.
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Figure 41: A schematic that illustrates the limits on acceptable ejection times.
Excessively short ejection times lead to soldering from a galling mechanism. Long
ejection times will stick from thermal contraction.
The higher solidus temperature of A356 holds the casting at a higher temperature
than A380 during the initial cooling through solidification. However, the smaller
solidification range and lower enthalpy of solidification translates to A356 cooling more
rapidly than A380 to the 440°C ejection temperature that causes sticking (Figure 42 a).
Comparison of the predicted ejection force for both alloys was plotted relative to
each other (Figure 42 b). The faster cooling A356 experiences increased contact pressure
leading to higher ejection force. During the entire 10.8 second operating window of
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A380, the ejection force for A356 is approximately 25% higher, and A356 requires a
different operation window to avoid sticking and soldering (Figure 42 (b) and Table 6).
That process window (𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) is 20% smaller than A380. A356 would be more
difficult to cast because it is less tolerant of process variation.

700

140
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650

Ejection Force (kN)

Mean Cast Temperature (°C)

Table 6: Comparison of the modeled maximum and minimum ejection time for the A380
alloy vs the A356 alloy under identical casting conditions assuming a 100 mm diameter
hydraulic cylinder with a 140 bar hydraulic pressure.
Alloy
𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒆,𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒆,𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒆,𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 − 𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒆,𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
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Figure 42: Predicted average casting temperature (a) and ejection force (b) of the alloys
from Table 4
To avoid sticking A356 would need approximately 5-10% shorter ejection times
than A380. This would enable the A356 to be ejected at the same temperature as A380.
This will affect the thermal balance of the tool over multiple cycles. Whether the die will
gain temperature or lose temperature cannot be known without fully defining the casting
and die design. This is because the location and size of the internal cooling, the spray
pattern, spray time, and die extraction time will all affect the thermal history. Regardless,
either the process will run colder trending toward increased sticking or hotter trending
towards increased soldering. Process redesign will be required to establish a successful
process to cast A356.
Stuck castings are the worst failure in the HPDC process. Continuous cycling is
interrupted, and the machine is down until the stuck part is removed. Often die damage
occurs removing the stuck parts further reducing the productivity of the HPDC machine.
Sticking occurs the colder the casting gets in the die. This is one reason why A356 is
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more difficult to cast than A380. To avoid sticking the ejection temperatures should be
maximized.
Soldering occurs when the hottest area of the die has a high contact pressure
creating a locally high Tresca friction factor condition. Interestingly, contact pressure
may be reduced when the median casting ejection temperature is raised, and anecdotally,
this is an effective way to reduce soldering. When this occurs, the soldering is sometimes
referred to as cold soldering [40]. However, the hottest areas of the die may get hotter if
the ejection temperature is not raised carefully, and this is the reason avoiding sticking
tends to create soldering issues.

7.4 Optimum Design Methodology to Reduce HPDC
Adhesion
Other process variables affect the solidification and cooling rate of the casting.
This will affect the size of the operating window to avoid sticking and soldering. These
effects were investigated relative to casting design, cast alloy selection, die temperature,
and die material selection. Casting design was evaluated by changing the casting
thickness (𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 − 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ) and core diameter. Three alloys from Table 4 were compared: A356,
A380, and 518. Four initial die temperatures were run: 100, 150, 200, and 250°C. Die
materials were also tested from Table 5.
The main effects all affect the operating window by at least one second (Figure 43
and Figure 44), but none of the tested variables have significant interactions within the
single simulated cycle (Appendix B). All the variables have a significant main effect on
the operating window, but the strongest variable is the die temperature. This is not
typically identified as a key variable. This is likely because it is difficult to modify. The
bulk of the heating in HPDC come from consecutive casting cycles and managing the
heat extraction from the die. Also, the die surface temperature changes dramatically
throughout the cycle. This makes it difficult to even define a die temperature.
The strong dependence on die temperature should be interpreted as a general
objective for hotter dies, while cooling the areas that are prone to soldering. A double
benefit is gained by this approach. First, the larger ejection window is more tolerant of
process variation. Second, the consistent and lower ejection forces translate to lower
contact pressure in areas prone to soldering. These areas can now be treated with die
coatings and enhanced thermal controls to locally reduce the friction and temperature.
Assuming the casting alloy cannot be changed, then the process design must be
adjusted to accommodate difficult alloys. Outside of die temperature increases, insulative
lubricants may be a good solution. Higher casting injection temperature or low thermal
diffusivity die steels should also work, but these solutions have not been explored as they
are far outside the last 100 years of HPDC process experience. Therefore, further study is
recommended based on this novel friction-based approach to identify the adhesion
process window for HPDC.
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Figure 43: Main effects plots for prediction of the range of possible ejection times for a
core in a tubular casting of various, thickness, casting alloy, core diameter, initial die
temperature
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Figure 44: The main effect of die material changes from the full factorial simulation.
Different die materials are discerned by their thermal conductivity in Table 5.

7.5 Alloy Optimization to Reduce Contact Pressure
Despite being a relatively low effect on the casting process, the alloy main effect
is significant and known to affect the HPDC process (Figure 43 a) [10], [11]. This means
some alloys are simply harder to cast than others. Using the ejection process window
concept, maximizing the cast alloy latent heat of fusion will widen the window, and this
is the main variable for the disparate behavior of A380 and A356 (Figure 39 b and d).
The cumulative volumetric heat release is plotted in Figure 45 for five chemistries
in Table 4. A362 releases the most heat. HPDC alloy A518, which is like the commercial
alloy family Magsimal, has the least heat release. A356 has the lowest heat release of the
hypoeutectic aluminum-silicon alloys. However, it is more like the HPDC alloys, A380,
A365, and A362 than A518. The North American Die Casting Association (NADCA)
confirms in their 2018 product standards that A518 is a die casting alloy [2], but A356
has a higher cumulative heat release during solidification and cooling than A518 (Figure
45).
NADCA has created a relative rank of the castability of typical HPDC alloys.
Alloy A518 is the most difficult on a host of potential casting defects (Figure 46). Most
of these defects can be tied to the reduced heat release of A518 compared to other alloys.
For example, the filling will be worse because the die will remove heat at a similar rate
regardless of the alloy being cast. Less heat of solidification directly results in inferior
filling capability. When the mold is partially filled hot cracking and leaking is more
likely. 518 will also cool faster in the mold meaning the casting is more likely to stick
when cast with similar thermal control and cycle time to the other HPDC alloys.
Comparing these alloys suggests that A356 and similar sand and permanent mold
alloys can be high pressure die cast. Thermal control goals must be different like when
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Cumulative Heat Release (J/cm3)

casting A518, but the fact A518 is castable means A356 is castable based on the thermomechanical model of solder and sticking. In fact, A356 should have lower sticking
tendencies than A518. From the heat release data alone, A356 should rank around a 3 or
4 on the NADCA comparison in Figure 46. This also suggests that there is little value in
designing an alloy for sticking and solder resistance based purely on their latent heat
release. Instead, the process needs to be designed to accommodate the different heat
release and strength characteristics of the alloy.
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Figure 45: Enthalpy release of alloys in on a per volume basis during solidification and
cooling.
The attention on the iron and manganese content for reducing adhesion in HPDC
merits further discussion. Two friction related factors may explain the value of these
alloy additions for reducing adhesion. First, precipitating energetic primary intermetallic
phases add to the latent heat of the alloy, which is potentially significant. Second, these
primary intermetallic phases (dispersoids) may increase the strength of the casting at high
temperature.
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Figure 46: Soldering severity ranking from the NADCA Product Design Standards
indicating A518 is castable but it has the worst die filling capacity and anti-solder
capability [103].
The thermodynamic model of heat release was repeated for the A380 alloy with
the iron increased to 1 wt% and the manganese increased to 0.3 wt%. Only the
solidification heat release was run because the solid heat capacity and density is not
significantly different with these small alloy changes. The result of adding these elements
is a cumulative heat release increase by approximately 3% (Figure 47), which possibly
contributes to a more consistent HPDC process.
This suggests a possible explanation of the interest in iron from the early years
[35], [39]. It is likely that early die casting alloys ran near the original 2% iron that was
allowed in A380 and A360. Like A319 (a sand cast alloy) there was near immediate
pressure to remove iron to avoid nuisance cracking from brittle parts. Since die casters
had already developed processes to cast assuming 2% iron they immediately ran into
sticking issues. As a single factor adding iron to aluminum-silicon alloys will make them
less sticky from the increased heat release. Over time, the language was imprecise, and
sticking was associated with solder and it became common to use the terms
interchangeably. This all happened prior to 1972 when research in die casting started in
earnest, and influx of researchers adopted the concept that solder causes sticking. For the
last 50 years the research was framed as a search for the cause of soldering to solve all
adhesion issues in HPDC, when any alloy is hypothetically castable after adjusting the
HPDC process.
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Figure 47: Cumulative heat release during solidification for A380 with 0.2 wt% iron and
0.2 wt% manganese compared to the same alloy with 1 wt% iron and 0.3 wt%
manganese. There is a 3% reduction in heat released when iron and manganese are
lowered.
The effect of iron and manganese on the high temperature properties of Al-Si
alloys has not been well studied. There has been some study up to 200°C for combustion
engine application, but to apply to HPDC adhesion the properties are needed up near the
solidus temperature of the casting. These properties should be the subject of future work.
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8 Conclusions
Friction from thermomechanical interference between the casting and the die was
shown as the likely mechanism that causes aluminum to adhere to a HPDC die. Through
room temperature ejection tests it was demonstrated that ejection force behaves like an
interference fit without the need for a correction term to account for an inherent adhesive
force. Similarly, at high temperatures hot ejection tests and 3D simulations show that
local soldering correlates to high Tresca friction factors. For these reasons, it is
recommended that adhesion defects in HPDC investigated as a frictional wear problem.
Minimizing contact pressure is the most effective way to reduce adhesion issues
in HPDC. To achieve this, the optimum design methodology is one that first seeks to
maximize casting ejection temperature. Once this has been accomplished, 3D simulation
can be used to identify and minimize the temperature of areas that are prone to soldering.
These areas can be approximated as the concave features which eject at temperatures near
the solidus.
Cooling of the hottest areas of a casting is the simplest solution to soldering.
When this is not possible using conventional methods, additive manufacturing offers
improved design freedom for conformal cooling passages in the die. In addition, wear
resistant coatings are available that have been demonstrated to prevent the rapid
destruction of the tooling when soldering does occur. Soldering is, however, best
managed when it is properly predicted, and the proposed thermomechanical model
promises to enhance the ability to predict soldering.
Al-Mg and Al-Ni alloys are particularly interesting for their unique mechanical
properties. They do not need heat treatment reducing cost. These alloys are notoriously
difficult to cast, but they may be customized for easy HPDC by applying the
thermomechanical model. Small alloy additions may improve the high temperature
strength of these alloys systems and reduce their soldering tendency. Similarly, low
thermal conductivity tools would aid in filling the die and reduce the sticking by reducing
the cooling of these difficult alloys.
Even with the proper mechanism for adhesion identified some cast geometries
may not be castable without some die wear due to soldering. In these cases, the wellestablished reaction between the cast material and die accelerates the failure of the die.
Fortunately, many coating systems have been developed that eliminate the potential for
these reactions. Further development of these coatings for reduced friction would
enhance their effectiveness.
Finally, a commercial casting simulation code was used to develop and apply the
criteria for sticking and soldering. As these tools continue to advance, it is now possible
to quickly troubleshoot die castings virtually and identify solutions. With increasing
availability of stochastic modeling, the power of these simulation codes will continue to
increase in their predictive power, especially if they incorporate the proper physical and
mechanical mechanisms for prediction of adhesion defects.
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A

Drawings of test molds

A.1

Print of room temperature ejection mold

All dimensions are in millimeters, and many core pin draft anlges were employed for
tests.
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A.2

Print of hot ejection test core
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A.3

Print of hot ejection test mold
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Interaction plots of processing conditions vs
operating window
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Interaction plots of die temperature vs other variables
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Interaction plots of die material from Table 5 vs other
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